Sample of Differentiated Task: First-Year History, Myths and Legends – Final Tasks

**TASK 1**
Select four of the myths remaining in the text book which attract your attention. Now read these closely. Select the one you most enjoy and write a commentary on why you made this choice.

For a C grade:
- Your response must summarise the story line.
- It must be formally and carefully constructed.

For a B grade:
- It should outline several reasons why you engaged with it.
- It should draw on references from the text which back up your points.

For an A grade:
- Your response could detail what you learned from your reading.
- It could make points critical of aspects of your chosen myth

**TASK 2**
Now you have read the myths, time to create a myth of your own:

For a C grade:
- Your myth must follow a logical plot line, create and sustain character and setting, develop a message for its readers and be clearly and neatly presented and have at least one battle scene colourfully described!)

For a B grade:
- Your myth should reflect the patterns of the myths studied in class, sustain the development of its central characters and its central theme

For an A grade:
- Your myth could explain a force of nature or a behaviour common to "people kind!"